Just got a check from PG&E for 100$ which is supposed to compensate me for power
outages,since January, of which I have had 6. The longest being six days, a couple were 2 days
and other varying shorter shut off. 100 $ does not begin to compensate for the inconvenience. In
addition our private bridge is damaged from one of the counties permitted grows trucking
overweight heavy trucks over and over, until now the bridge is damaged. A private small
wooden bridge. It cannot support any size water truck, fire trucks , PG&E trucks and now
propane trucks. Just was notified we will no longer get propane deliveries. Our neighborhood
consists of 12 parcels and approx 307 acres. NO ACCESS INCASE OF FIRE. !!!!!!! If that
doesn't wake you up , you truly are irresponsible. The county ,in none of their cannabis
ordinances protects from such events as we are experiencing. You have permitted a large
cultivator to put our lives and property at risk. You are on notice that you facilitated this
situation. The cultivator has known since last summer they did damage and has done nothing.
Ted Williams said the ordinance requires cultivators must keep a log, so access it then. See how
many times trucks 25,000 lbs to heavy passed over it. I have a pictures of the trucks and
damaged bridge. On multiple days.
Now you want to allow expansion when we are in a major drought.
I'm to do without electricity, fire protection and propane and water potentially.
I want my property taxes reduced if you expect us to live like this. Our property values have
been reduced by your short sighted alliance with big corporate grows who are mining our
resources, and taking advantage of your lack of enforcement and oversight. You collectively
have made no attempt to protect citizens from the negative impacts associated because of your
ordinance. To hear you support expansion makes us wonder who/what you have been influenced
by, to the degree you are willing to look like greedy fools.
The commercial grow next door is not sustainable but rather insatiable.

Haschak exempt.

Charlotte Beaumont

